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 1 Thursday, July 14, 2016; Los Angeles, California

 2 1:31 p.m.

 3 -oOo-

 4 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  If everyone could please find 

 5 a seat.  Good afternoon.  

 6 COMMISSIONER DENNIS:  Good afternoon.  

 7 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  Let us call this meeting of 

 8 the First 5 LA board to order.  The audience was out of 

 9 order.  So everybody switch seats.  No, I'm kidding.  That 

10 isn't what we do here.  

11 May we have a roll call, please?  

12 SECRETARY:  Nancy Au.  

13 Jane Boeckmann.  

14 Phillip Browning.  

15 COMMISSIONER BROWNING:  Here.  

16 SECRETARY:  Patricia Curry.  

17 COMMISSIONER CURRY:  Here.  

18 SECRETARY:  Duane Dennis.  

19 COMMISSIONER DENNIS:  Here.  

20 SECRETARY:  Karla Pleitez Howell.  

21 COMMISSIONER PLEITEZ HOWELL:  Here.  

22 SECRETARY:  Dayton Gilleland 

23 COMMISSIONER GILLELAND:  Here.  

24 SECRETARY:  Cynthia Harding.  

25 COMMISSIONER HARDING:  Here.  
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 1 SECRETARY:  Christopher Thompson.  

 2 COMMISSIONER THOMPSON:  Here.  

 3 SECRETARY:  Deanne Tilton.  

 4 COMMISSIONER TILTON:  Here.  

 5 SECRETARY:  Marlene Zepeda.  

 6 Judy Abdo.  

 7 COMMISSIONER ABDO:  Here.  

 8 SECRETARY:  Sheila Kuehl.  

 9 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  Here.  

10 SECRETARY:  Quorum is present.  

11 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  All right.  Quorum is present.  

12 Let us move then to Item 2, which is an action item.  And, 

13 Mr. Wagner, up to you.  

14 MR. STEELE:  Chair, before Mr. Wagner starts, we 

15 just need to note that on Item 2C Commissioners Harding 

16 and Thompson each have a conflict of interest with one of 

17 those contracts on that item and they will be abstaining 

18 from the vote on item 2C.  

19 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  Okay.  Commissioners named 

20 understand?  That's good.  And in terms of if I call for a 

21 vote and there's no objection, those who have conflict are 

22 not included in the aye vote.

23 MR. STEELE:  That's correct.  

24 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  Okay.  Mr. Wagner.  

25 MR. WAGNER:  Thank you, Madam Chair, and good 
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 1 afternoon, commissioners.  Happy Bastille Day.  

 2 First, a couple things to call out for your 

 3 consideration and attention on the consent item before 

 4 you, which is Item Number 2.  We have one new contract, 

 5 two amendments, and three renewals.  The new contract is 

 6 for work with the Raben Group.  After an open and 

 7 competitive solicitation, the Raben group was selected to 

 8 continue it's work with us as our federal advocate 

 9 advancing our strategies and policies in Washington, DC.  

10 This solicitation was for a total of four years, and the 

11 contract for fiscal year 16-17 is for $125,000.  

12 There are two contract amendments which I 

13 indicated.  The first is with Tulsi Consulting to continue 

14 their work with us on the organizational alignment efforts 

15 and transformational efforts for First 5 LA to better 

16 align the structure of the organization to the work we 

17 have under the 2015-2020 strategy plan.  This amendment 

18 would add $165,000 to their contract and extend the 

19 contract date through December 31, 2016.  

20 The second amendment is with Justus McGinity 

21 Executive Search firm, which was involved with us this 

22 past year with four senior level recruitments.  The board 

23 was originally informed about this contract in the 

24 executive director's report back in January.  That's 

25 because the original contract was below the $75,000 
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 1 threshold which would warrant a coming to you on consent.  

 2 But with this amendment of $19,000, it actually moves over 

 3 that limit of $75,000 to a total of just roughly $94,000. 

 4 So that is also before you for consideration.  

 5 And I should also note that this is for the 15-16 fiscal 

 6 year.  Those resources are in the budget and we're in the 

 7 process of -- we were able to pay out those invoices 

 8 through the end of August. 

 9 And then finally there are three renewals coming 

10 before.  And you the reason you have these materials in 

11 the consent is because, when First 5 LA enters into a  

12 multiyear agreement as part of those contracts, all of the 

13 supporting documents come before you on an annual basis.  

14 So you'll see those materials.  

15 One is when the LA county DPH for a renewal of 

16 5.1 million for the obesity prevention initiative.  One is 

17 with UCLA for the dental home project, a renewal of 

18 $600,000.  And the final renewal is $6.2 million with the 

19 County Department of Mental Health, and is this for the 

20 Parent Child Interactive Therapy, or PCIT, program for an 

21 additional -- what this would afford is the training of 

22 ten additional providers in this evidence-based program. 

23 Then the final comment I'd like to make is in 

24 subitem D, we're bringing forward a proposal that was 

25 actually discussed at length by staff at the PPC meeting 
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 1 at end of June.  Your action on this item would allow us 

 2 to receive $105,000 from First 5 California.  We would use 

 3 these funds to align our work with the First 5 California 

 4 as well as the Association on some advocacy, and we would 

 5 be working and your action would allow us to enter into a 

 6 contract for that amount with Cal Strat or California 

 7 Strategies.  

 8 So I return it back over, respectfully ask your 

 9 consideration and turn it back over to the chair.  

10 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  Thank you very much.  Any 

11 questions of Mr. Wagner or anyone else?  

12 Mr. Dennis?  

13 COMMISSIONER DENNIS:  Two questions, John, the 

14 first of which deals to the contract with Justus McGinity.  

15 You said that the contract exceeded the $75,000 threshold 

16 which we have authorized the EED to expend without 

17 consideration from us.  Was that underestimation of the 

18 work or did we ask Julie to do more work?  

19 MR. WAGNER:  We actually asked her to do more 

20 work.  So when we did the original solicitation, we didn't 

21 know how many recruitments we would need.  

22 COMMISSIONER DENNIS:  Okay.  And the second is 

23 something I said with the PNC meeting with regard to the 

24 Raben Group, I have no problems.  I just would like in the 

25 future that, you know, we have a report card with regards 
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 1 to our, you know, lobbyists both in Sacramento and in DC 

 2 with regards to what we're asking them, what they've done, 

 3 and making sure they're doing what we ask them to do.  I 

 4 think that's very important, prudent type of work.

 5 MR. WAGNER:  Yes.  Thank you.  

 6 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  Any other questions or 

 7 comments?  

 8 I spoke to Kim the other day about the various 

 9 contract renewals that we are doing, and I indicated that 

10 in keeping with what we've been talking about over this 

11 year about evaluation that we were really interested in 

12 some outcome reports over the next term of the contract, 

13 which I think we somewhat get but we're interested in more 

14 than, you know, did three billboards or we saw three kids 

15 kind of stuff.  How's it working.  So I thought, over the 

16 course of the next several months, we might be interested 

17 to know in seeing what their reports look like.  

18 MS. BELSHE:  And just on that point, this is an 

19 important focus of a new department we're creating in the 

20 future state that Teresa Nuno is leading that is looking 

21 not only at our expiring initiatives, but with a more 

22 deliberate focus on what are we learning from them.  So I 

23 think the chair's speaking to a number of the renewals 

24 that are on this consent agenda that are big investments.  

25 And there's a lot of good learning that's being captured 
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 1 that we'll be bringing back.

 2 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  counsel, do we need a separate 

 3 vote?  

 4 MR. STEELE:  We do not, chair.  We'll just 

 5 reflect those two abstentions in the vote.  

 6 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  And with those who are 

 7 conflicted out, do we still have a majority should the 

 8 others choose to vote yes?  

 9 MR. STEELE:  We still have a quorum left.  Yes.  

10 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  All right.  Any other question 

11 or comments?  

12 I do have a motion to approve the action items in 

13 the consent calendar?  

14 COMMISSIONER GILLELAND:  I'll move to approve.

15 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  Is there a second?  

16 COMMISSIONER DENNIS:  Second.  

17 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  Approved and seconded.  Any 

18 objections?  

19 Hearing none, the consent calendar is adopted. 

20 The next thing just a few comments very briefly 

21 because we want to get to the kind of excitement of our 

22 getting together and talking this afternoon.  

23 It's really a good thing I think for us to be 

24 sort of zooming out, taking that sort of big look that's 

25 important to look at the progress -- I'm going to call it 
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 1 progress.  I'm not going to insist that we only call it 

 2 progress.  But to look at the progress that we've made in 

 3 the first year of the strategic plan and kind of get a 

 4 sense of where we're going in the years to come.  

 5 As I kind of harp on at every meeting, First 5 LA 

 6 as a independent or quasi-independent public entity, it's 

 7 really in a unique position because it's part of our 

 8 county family, but in some ways, in many ways, separate 

 9 from our county family.  So this look I think provides us 

10 an opportunity to look at the many strengths that First 5 

11 LA has on its own to serve the people that we serve, but 

12 also I think to help strengthen the county departments in 

13 meeting the needs of children and families across the 

14 county.  

15 So First 5 is continuing really important 

16 investments in our basic services like, you know, Welcome 

17 Baby.  It's not just about funding services.  It's also 

18 about thinking differently about our partnerships with 

19 various parts of the county to improve services, to 

20 improve best practices and incorporate them and, you know, 

21 be responsive -- truly responsive to the needs of 

22 families.  

23 So we're partnering, First 5 and various county 

24 departments, in work that we're doing about homelessness, 

25 about trauma-informed care, with the Office of Child 
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 1 Protection.  And as we hear from the outcome leads a 

 2 little later and in our small groups, I hope that we'll 

 3 keep our ears open for further opportunities that we might 

 4 have to collaborate with the county, align where it's 

 5 appropriate.  

 6 And also I want to say to my fellow board 

 7 members, I think it's really important though we -- we 

 8 serve an important role in sort of questioning and trying 

 9 to illuminate and, you know, get more information.  But I 

10 think we also can serve additional roles in terms of 

11 dialogue and feedback.  So I'd like -- I mean, that's sort 

12 of what today is designed to do, is to have us -- not that 

13 anyone has ever told you that you're all too quiet, but I 

14 think in terms of trusting that your own experience and 

15 your own thoughts are a really valuable asset for First 5 

16 LA and to bring that every time, not just to these 

17 discussions today, but every time to the board I think 

18 it's a -- it's very important.  

19 Now, again, maybe I don't have to say that, but I 

20 like an active board.  I like an engaged -- well, you're 

21 engaged.  You're all quite engaged.  But more -- and I 

22 think this -- not only can you tell me this.  So I might 

23 be sorry in a couple of months that I said that, but I 

24 simply want to -- to encourage it.  

25 So now let me turn it over to our esteemed 
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 1 executive director.  

 2 MS. BELSHE:  Thank you.  

 3 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  Kimberly.

 4 MS. BELSHE:  Madam chair.

 5 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  You bet.

 6 MS. BELSHE:  So a couple thoughts to kick off our 

 7 time together this afternoon, and first I want to begin 

 8 with some new arrivals to the First 5 LA family, people 

 9 who you will be seeing in our breakout sessions, some of 

10 whom you've already met.  And I'm delighted that, as of 

11 Monday, the full executive leadership team is actually on 

12 board, in place, in offices and doing the little people's 

13 work for LA county.  We were fortunate to welcome 

14 Christina Altmayer, as we all know, as our vice president 

15 of programs in mid May.  And the better part of today is 

16 really about strategic planning.  We'll be hearing more 

17 from Christina in a moment.  

18 Kim Patella-Brownson is well known I think to 

19 many, but Kim, if you could stand as our new vice 

20 president of policy and strategies.  So we welcome her to 

21 this new leadership role.  Thank you.  She will -- two 

22 weeks on the job as of today.  

23 And the true veteran of the group is Daniella 

24 Pineta.  We ask her to stand as our new vice president of 

25 integration and learning, so welcome, Daniella.  And 
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 1 you'll be getting to know more about her and her working.  

 2 She'll really be leading going forward our monitoring 

 3 evaluation learning work to help really drive our learning 

 4 agenda here at First 5 LA to not only our benefit, but our 

 5 goal is to the benefit of the broader field.  

 6 We are really lucky to have leaders of the 

 7 caliber of Christina and Kim and Daniella, as well as Carl 

 8 Gaden, our senior director of administration who joined us 

 9 out of the blocks.  Carl is now the sage veteran since he 

10 started in April.  He still prefaces, I'm the new guy. 

11 We've given him -- we say, no, you can do that for about 

12 two years.  But really to have people of this caliber and 

13 talent to further enhance the terrific talent that's 

14 resident within First 5 LA.  

15 We have a lot of work to do.  It's a new way of 

16 working, and I really feel good about the important 

17 progress we're making in the leadership coming into the 

18 organization as well as the leadership we are growing 

19 within the organization.  And we'll be coming back at the 

20 September meeting.  We'll be in a position to be sharing 

21 with you the overall leadership team, including the 

22 department heads for each of the four divisions.  So we're 

23 -- those individuals will be announced in the not too 

24 distant future. 

25 So a lot of work has been focused on structure 
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 1 and staffing.  But as the board knows, it's structure and 

 2 staffing in service of the work.  So you all gave us 

 3 direction with the strategic plan.  We in turn have been 

 4 taking that to help ensure that the organizational 

 5 structure as well as the people leading that work is 

 6 aligned to the direction you've given us.  

 7 So with the first year of the strategic plan 

 8 behind us, we thought this was a terrific opportunity to 

 9 step back, to reflect, to listen, to learn, to engage with 

10 an eye towards not only what have we been doing well, but 

11 also with some conversation about what we can be doing 

12 better.  I'm enormously proud of the work you're going to 

13 be hearing about.  I think it's really exciting.  It's new 

14 and different in some ways.  It's enduring in terms of 

15 other strengths of the organization, but, you know, we've 

16 had some bumps along the road, and it's fine to 

17 acknowledge bumps and learn from them.  

18 (Commissioner Zepeda enters.)

19 MS. BELSHE:  But I really do -- kind of like the 

20 proud mom pointing with pride to what has been some really 

21 important progress, not only in moving forward our anchor 

22 investments such as Welcome Baby and home visitation and 

23 our Best Start community capacity building, but also doing 

24 our work in different ways.  Those are going to be some of 

25 the themes you'll be hearing from in terms of Christina 
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 1 and the outcome leads.  So it is transitioning to a 

 2 somewhat different role and function with an eye towards 

 3 how do we maximize our impact on behalf of kids.  

 4 So really want to underscore the chair's comments 

 5 about dialogue and feedback.  I don't want you to think 

 6 that the staff colleagues who will be joining you in the 

 7 executive team in these meetings are being reticent.  You 

 8 know we're not reticent.  But we really are here to 

 9 facilitate a dialogue and conversation amongst the board 

10 members themselves.  

11 Finally, a couple of acknowledgements.  You're 

12 going to be hearing from -- briefly from the four outcome 

13 leads who I know you all have gotten to know and heard 

14 from.  I really want to acknowledge their remarkable 

15 leadership over the course of the past year and a half or 

16 so.  These are people who hold other jobs at same time 

17 they stepped up and into an important leadership role 

18 along with their project team.  So really in so many ways 

19 the four individuals you're going to be hearing from 

20 embody a lot of the values that we talk a lot about in 

21 terms of partnership and collaboration and shared 

22 leadership all deployed in service of greater impact. 

23 I also want to thank Stacy.  Where's Stacy?  

24 You're not going to hear from Stacy, but you all know and 

25 respect Stacy, our director of the office of strategic 
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 1 planning and implementation.  She's been providing a lot 

 2 of support to Christina and the outcome leads in terms of 

 3 how to better present in an integrated way what we know is 

 4 a lot of different work.  So you all will tell us in terms 

 5 of how well we did, but I want to thank Stacy for her good 

 6 work to try to make this work as clear and as integrated 

 7 as possible.  

 8 Finally, I want to acknowledge Christina who 

 9 hasn't even been here two months.  And here she is working 

10 with the outcome leads presenting to the board the first 

11 year of our strategic plan.  So I want to thank her for 

12 stepping up and into this role.  While it's not the 

13 subject of discussion today, you did receive, and there's 

14 a hard copy in your folders, a very detailed matrix that 

15 lays out our implementation plan efforts.  So it reflects 

16 refine 2020 objective associated with the plan.  It also 

17 gives board members very concrete milestones that were 

18 achieved in the year that just ended as well as the 

19 targets for the year ahead.  So I really want to 

20 acknowledge Christina, not only for getting up to speed on 

21 a lot of work in short order in shaping this event, but 

22 for the work with the outcome leads in terms of this very 

23 helpful matrix that's going to help guide our work going 

24 forward.  

25 So I will leave it there.  I thank you for your 
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 1 forbearance with the opening comments and acknowledgments, 

 2 and we're five minute ahead of schedule.

 3 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  You should never say that.  

 4 MS. BELSHE:  Sorry.  

 5 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  Because you've been so clear 

 6 with the outcome leads that they are each going to speak 

 7 for five minutes.  

 8 MS. BELSHE:  It might be six.  It might be six.  

 9 Barbara's negotiating for seven.

10 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  See, so we're not five minutes 

11 ahead, are we?  We're already four minutes behind.  

12 MS. BELSHE:  We are right on time.  

13 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  So we are going to move to the 

14 presentation and engage in the break after the 

15 presentation when we're moving to our various rooms to 

16 have our discussion.  

17 Let me also say, just so -- because I always like 

18 those who have come to visit to know what's going to 

19 happen.  Of course, these are also public discussions in 

20 each of the four rooms.  And you are welcome to attend.  

21 Let me encourage you though if you are thinking of 

22 commenting, though of course it is allowed, that the 

23 public comment might best be shared with the whole board 

24 rather than just the three people that happen to be in 

25 that room or the three people in that room.  It's 
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 1 completely up to you.  But I'm just saying that we will 

 2 have a report back at the end and -- and public comment 

 3 about all of it.  

 4 So let us go to the presentations.  Should we 

 5 turn it over to Christina?  

 6 MS. ALTMAYER:  Yes.  

 7 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  Thank you.

 8 MS. ALTMAYER:  Thank you.  Very excited at this 

 9 opportunity and as well as being on the board at First 5 

10 LA.

11 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  Talk right into the mic so we 

12 can hear you a little more clearly.  

13 MS. ALTMAYER:  Is that better?  

14 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  Yes.

15 MS. ALTMAYER:  Thank you.  Very excited to be 

16 here and to begin these discussions today and really, as I 

17 step into this new role, to hear from you all about what 

18 are the issues that we should be exploring as we move 

19 forward with this strategic plan implementation in the 

20 coming year.  

21 Let me -- I'm very technology challenged.  So 

22 thank you, Stacy.  

23 So today's meeting, just to give you an overview 

24 about the format and the structure today, falling on the 

25 comments that the chair just made about the purpose of 
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 1 today.  We really hope to engage you all in a discussion 

 2 amongst yourselves and with staff around the first year's 

 3 implementation and what has been the progress, and more 

 4 importantly, as we look ahead, what are those 

 5 opportunities for learning.  So there will be a brief 

 6 presentation of the first year implementation of the 

 7 strategic plan.  We want to introduce some key themes that 

 8 will resonate as you hear the presentations from the 

 9 outcome leads about the specific work.  We're going to be 

10 focusing on one strategy within each of the four outcome 

11 areas.  And I'll talk more about that, how those were 

12 selected, in just a moment.  But we want to go a little 

13 bit deeper in one, but, again, reserve the time for 

14 breakout sessions.  

15 We want to thank you all for responding to our 

16 requests.  And we've assigned you each to -- based on your 

17 interest that you expressed to one of four breakout 

18 sessions for the first 30 minutes, then there will be a 

19 second session.  So each commissioner will have the 

20 opportunity to participate in two breakout sessions.  And 

21 then we'll regroup at end and look forward to receiving 

22 some consolidated direction from the commissioners, as 

23 well as hearing the report out from the discussions that 

24 occurred in the breakouts.  So that's a quick overview of 

25 the format.  
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 1 We have three learning goals of what we hope to 

 2 achieve this afternoon.  First and foremost, we really 

 3 want to understand and hopefully convey to you the 

 4 specific work that is being done within these four outcome 

 5 areas that is impacting children and families today in LA 

 6 county.  We want to show how this work is really grounded 

 7 in the vision and the mission that was established in the 

 8 new strategic plan.  Key most in that, which we'll talk 

 9 more about as well as partnership as a fundamental value 

10 that's really guiding all of our work.  We want to help 

11 you understand how our work in these four outcome areas is 

12 really driving towards long-term changes for children and 

13 family here in LA county.  

14 As Kim mentioned we have provided an overview 

15 document that provides an implementation status of each of 

16 the strategies as well as the targets for 16-17.  So there 

17 will be an opportunity to dive deeper and answer any of 

18 your question around some of the strategy work if it's not 

19 covered in the presentation today.  Again, that will be 

20 part of the breakouts.  

21 And, finally, and perhaps most importantly, we 

22 really want to engage in a discussion around how our 

23 strategic plan implementation is being done in a way 

24 toward supporting policy and systems change.  It's such a 

25 fundamental anchor in our strategic plan.  And I think 
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 1 that was done with two very important recognitions here in 

 2 LA county:  One is just the size of LA county.  We have 

 3 over 25 percent, closer to 30 percent, of the children 

 4 statewide are here in LA county.  So our -- our impetus is 

 5 crucial for doing this important work.  And, 

 6 unfortunately, we know also have a very high percentage 

 7 equally, around 25 percent of those children, are living 

 8 in poverty.  So we've got a compelling reason to really 

 9 move forward on improving these lives for young children 

10 and families in LA county.  But I look to the chart behind 

11 us all and recognize that that work is also being done in 

12 an environment with declining revenue and continued 

13 declining revenue as anticipated today which really makes 

14 the case which you all know so well that our work has to 

15 be focused on policy and systems change if we're going to 

16 be able to make a sustainable impact on children and 

17 families.  So today we want to talk about how the specific 

18 work that we're doing is leading our steps towards making 

19 systems change for children and families.  

20 I want to start again with a reminder of our 

21 mission of both -- let me back up -- our vision and our 

22 focus on ensuring that children grow up healthy in mind, 

23 body, and spirit and eager to learn with opportunities to 

24 reach their full potential.  So that's really the driving 

25 background on which all of our work is done.  
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 1 But, again, I want to come back to this key word 

 2 in our mission which is the board aptly and appropriately 

 3 really put a strong emphasis -- so strong that it's in our 

 4 mission statement about in partnership with others.  I 

 5 think increasingly as we are doing our work and going 

 6 forward, again, with this backdrop of our declining 

 7 revenue, our work is going to have to be done in 

 8 partnership with others, and that includes county 

 9 partners, it includes many community-based agencies, it 

10 includes community leaders.  I think as we hear about 

11 these different areas of work today, we hope to highlight 

12 for you the very diverse ways in which First 5 LA is 

13 working with partners.  It's going to have to be 

14 responsive to the work that is done and recognition of 

15 existing work that's being done, but all under the 

16 umbrella of strong partnership.  

17 One of the areas that was fundamental as we look 

18 at strategic plan was recognizing the diversity of the 

19 work in our four outcome areas, but equally the diversity 

20 of the type of investments that we will have to do.  

21 So today as you hear about these areas, we've 

22 selected different outcome projects or strategies to 

23 highlight to you the diversity of the types of investments 

24 we're making based on the work that needs to be done.  So, 

25 for example, in the ECE arena as we're talking about 
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 1 expanding learning opportunities for young children, 

 2 you're going to hear about the work that's been done in 

 3 terms of public policy and building the public will to 

 4 support expansion of ECE.  

 5 When we're talking about the work in terms of 

 6 Help Me Grow and increasing access to developmental 

 7 screening and referrals for young children, you're going 

 8 to hear how that work is being done with an eye towards 

 9 systems improvement, that work to increase access for 

10 young children to receive regular developmental screenings 

11 and be refereed to age appropriate services is not going 

12 to occur without the strong partnership which have been 

13 developed with many other important organizations in this 

14 county.  

15 As we talk about, for example, the implementation 

16 of Project DULCE and the families, you're going to all 

17 hear how a big focus of that is on provider training.  So 

18 understanding that these are the different types of 

19 investments.  I think of them as a toolbox.  And we really 

20 have to be judicious and thoughtful about which tool makes 

21 the most sense based on the outcome we're working to 

22 improve.  

23 So as you know, there are four outcomes within 

24 our strategic plan.  And this work is really grounded in 

25 the foundation that families are the center of our work, 
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 1 but we recognize that families live in communities.  So 

 2 we're both strengthening families but also doing our work 

 3 in communities.  And, additionally, those other two 

 4 outcome areas really speak to the key systems that are 

 5 impacting young children:  The health system and the ECE 

 6 system.  And the latter two systems are systems when we 

 7 talk later in the presentation that we really think 

 8 there's an opportunity for greater integration across 

 9 health and the early childhood education strengthening our 

10 connections with between those two systems.  

11 So I just want to highlight a couple of recurring 

12 themes as we look back on this first year of 

13 implementation that hopefully will resonate as each of the 

14 outcome leads come forward to speak about the specific 

15 work that's being done.  And these are all themes that I 

16 think will continue in the future but with different 

17 emphasis as we get more into the work of our strategy 

18 plan. 

19 First and foremost is this recognition that each 

20 stage of this work is not at the same place.  In some 

21 cases, for example, our ECE policy work, First 5 LA has 

22 had a long tradition in doing that.  We were able to hit 

23 some very exciting milestones this year, but that work is 

24 farther ahead in terms of its development than maybe some 

25 of our work in the health arena where we're just launching 
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 1 this new and exciting work in regard to trauma-informed 

 2 care.  

 3 Secondly, a second theme that you'll hear is 

 4 that, in some cases, First 5 LA is really out in front and 

 5 driving this work.  In some cases, we're leading this work 

 6 from the backseat in some respects where we are working 

 7 with partners that are driving these initiatives.  But in 

 8 our role, we can be incredibly supportive to their work.  

 9 So sometimes we leading side by side, Sometimes we're 

10 leading from behind, and sometimes we're out in front.  

11 And it really depends on the work that has to be done. 

12 But, again, all of that is really leading with this 

13 fundamental approach of partnerships.  

14 One other point I really want to say here is that 

15 implementation of the strategic plan is going to require 

16 both discipline and staying true to what the strategic 

17 plan intent is, but also being very opportunistic and, 

18 when opportunities present themselves, to accelerate our 

19 work in ways that we didn't anticipate.  We want to be 

20 nimble and responsive to that.  And one of the best 

21 examples you'll hear about today when we talk about the 

22 families work is in Project DULCE.  It's incredible to see 

23 how we've gone from concept being introduced and brought 

24 to First 5 LA to implementation in less than a year of 

25 families being served.  So it's one of these I think 
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 1 skills that we're going to have to develop as an 

 2 organization to be both disciplined as well as very agile 

 3 and responsive to opportunities as they present 

 4 themselves. 

 5 So with that, an overview presentation more to 

 6 come.  I want to say that today is not a comprehensive 

 7 presentation on all the work that's being done in the 

 8 strategic plan.  It's really highlighting the work that we 

 9 think are good examples of what our future work will 

10 continue to be like.  I want to make sure also to 

11 emphasize that this -- while this is a dedicated time that 

12 we're spending on the strategic plan, it will not be the 

13 only opportunity to discuss the progress.  And as you 

14 know, throughout the year and in the coming year, we'll 

15 continue to have presentations and link the work that's 

16 being done back to our strategic plan.  

17 In terms of format, each of our outcome leads 

18 will come forward and give a brief presentation.  We just 

19 ask, if possible, to hold the questions until the breakout 

20 to maximize the amount of time that's available for the 

21 breakout discussions.  

22 So appropriately so, we're going to start with 

23 looking at families because families are at the center of 

24 the work that we do.  And I would like to ask Barbara 

25 DuBransky to come forward and start with the presentation.  
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 1 MS. DUBRANSKY:  Thank you.  In fact, whenever we 

 2 present, I always go first.  And you always say, poor, 

 3 Barbara, she has to go first.  I don't mind because it 

 4 reminds everybody that families are at the center and 

 5 families are first.  So I don't mind.  

 6 So I want to talk a little bit about broadly the 

 7 families outcome area starting with just a brief review of 

 8 the first strategy which is our home visiting strategy.  

 9 And we know that this is an anchor strategy for us.  And 

10 the reason we're not talking about it today, as many of 

11 you probably recall, is we had a lengthy conversation 

12 about this investment last month.  So it has not been 

13 forgotten.  We wanted to focus particularly on strategy 

14 two because we've had some really significant milestones 

15 occur in strategy two.  

16 So just as a reminder of the overall purpose of 

17 strategy two:  This is a strategy that allows us to 

18 directly engage with families in the systems that we are 

19 committed to in our strategic plan, the ECE and health 

20 system.  So this is a way, for example, for families to 

21 directly inform us on how the system works and doesn't 

22 work and to utilize the systems access to families to help 

23 them promote their child's development, to help them 

24 identify challenges at earliest possible stage, so when we 

25 engage families directly through our families work, we're 
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 1 creating partners for, for example, our Help Me Grow work.  

 2 DULCE would be an example of this.  

 3 As a reminder, the DULCE program is a program 

 4 that does two primary things in health care setting, 

 5 primarily the pediatric setting.  One thing that it does 

 6 is something that we wanted pediatricians to do for a long 

 7 time.  We've wanted pediatricians to do something we call 

 8 anticipatory guidance for families.  What that means is 

 9 to, for example, say to a family at a six-month checkup, 

10 in the next three months before I see you again, your 

11 child may be experiencing -- begin to experience stranger 

12 anxiety.  This is how you can promote their development 

13 through that stage and help them feel safe in the 

14 environments they go in.  That's not something all 

15 pediatricians have been able to feel that they are able to 

16 do.  

17 Through DULCE, by having a family specialist, 

18 there's someone in the practice who can do that for 

19 families, who can tell them about what's going on with 

20 their child's development and help them if they're 

21 concerned about something around that development.  

22 The other aspect of DULCE that's critical to 

23 families is their basic needs.  So it engages in a 

24 medical/legal partnership, something that we're learning 

25 about here over the last year because of this program.  
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 1 And what that allows is for that family specialist to be 

 2 trained and have a relationship with a public interest 

 3 lawyer who helps that family specialist understand that, 

 4 when families have basic needs where they need public 

 5 resources, whether it's housing, something that we're all 

 6 very concerned about, food insecurity.  At the pilot in 

 7 Boston, it included energy insecurity.  They -- here are 

 8 some of the challenges they may face, and here's what you 

 9 can do to help them overcome those challenges.  And that 

10 relationship allows for that family specialist to be 

11 supported when it gets even more complicated and more 

12 difficult.  And they even have success stories in Boston 

13 that indicated that, when there was a critical flaw in the 

14 system or a critical flaw in the sense that there was 

15 someone in the system who wasn't executing their job 

16 properly around families getting their entitled benefits, 

17 that they could address that issue.  So we're engaging 

18 directly to families but we're informing the larger system 

19 when we do work like this.  

20 So we have engaged with the DULCE program in 

21 three clinics throughout the county.  So starting with 

22 your zero, we -- to remind everybody, when we were 

23 devising the strategic plan, we had identified this 

24 program as a good example of a way that we could have an 

25 impact on the health care system while working directly 
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 1 with the families.  They had an impressive RCT that 

 2 demonstrated that this program made families more likely 

 3 to bring their children to the well child visits.  It made 

 4 it more likely that they got those basic needs met.  It 

 5 even made it more likely that they received their 

 6 immunizations on time.  

 7 So we looked at those outcomes and said, this 

 8 looks like a fit for what we're trying to do for this 

 9 plan.  But in -- and then going from knowing that we 

10 wanted to invest in it in year one, an opportunity arose.  

11 As Christina said, we want to be nimble.  And we had, in 

12 our timeline not expected to launch this work for six to 

13 12 months later than this opportunity came up.  And I just 

14 really have to acknowledge that our contracts compliance 

15 department coming to the table and saying, we're going to 

16 find a creative way to identify partners that can work 

17 with us quickly so that we don't lose this opportunity, 

18 and they supported program and we were able to do that.  

19 So that was an exciting step.  

20 I have been here for well over 15 years, and I 

21 have never seen anything move this quickly.  And it was 

22 pretty exciting.  I like to see things move quickly.  And 

23 not only did we act nimbly, but we also reflected on next 

24 time an opportunity comes up, are we going to be even more 

25 ready so it doesn't feel like, okay, we're really 
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 1 stretching and we're having to figure something out on the 

 2 fly, that we made ourselves even ready for another 

 3 opportunity by taking in lessons learned from that 

 4 opportunity.  

 5 So we took the Center for Study of Social Policy 

 6 up on their offer to partner.  So that does put us in, as 

 7 Christina said, the kind of relationship where in some 

 8 aspects we're in the backseat because we're part of a 

 9 national project that they are leading.  But it gave us an 

10 opportunity to be a part of designing the replication of 

11 this program.  So many of you know that, when a program is 

12 brought from another place, in this case Boston, providers 

13 will tell you there's something or multiple things about 

14 this program that don't fit the context of Los Angeles. 

15 So, for example, I mentioned energy insecurity.  

16 Probably somewhat of an issue, but not a primary issue.  

17 We have an opportunity at the table to say, we think the 

18 third legal issue should not be that.  We have multiple 

19 issues we could raise, immigration issues be one of them, 

20 because those are the things that are important to the 

21 families in our community.  So that was what was exciting 

22 about getting up to be a part of this opportunity.  If we 

23 had come in later, we wouldn't have had as much of an 

24 impact on the design.  

25 And we brought this to the board within three 
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 1 months -- less than three months and then three months 

 2 after that we were serving families.  And that was very 

 3 exciting that it wasn't just that we had a contract, 

 4 families were being served.  We were able to do that 

 5 because we had that partnership with CSSP.  

 6 So what's going to happen next year.  So next 

 7 year, one of the things that is a new element that these 

 8 jurisdictions from across the country have brought to the 

 9 table is, in the pilot, they did not engage families in 

10 the design.  And the partners that came to the table said, 

11 we're not going to do it that way.  Families have to be a 

12 part of this design process.  So that's a key element for 

13 next year -- key milestone that we'll be undergoing.  And 

14 we will also be engaging and tackling the approaches to 

15 sustainability of the project including reimbursability of 

16 the program.  So we'll take all of the knowledge that the 

17 various partners have brought to the table and use that to 

18 ensure that this program can be scaled and sustained as 

19 needed.  

20 So, again, happy to talk about families because 

21 -- to represent families as they're the center out of 

22 strategic plan.  As Christina mentioned, families live in 

23 a community context.  So given that, Antoinette is going 

24 to come speak next about families in community.  

25 MS. ANDREWS:  Thank you, Barbara.  Good 
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 1 afternoon, commissioners.  

 2 Our strategic plan acknowledges that families do 

 3 not exist in a vacuum.  They live in neighborhoods.  They 

 4 belong to communities.  They interact with systems.  They 

 5 are -- they also interact in places, in the physical 

 6 spaces within their communities.  And so the communities 

 7 outcome area actually has three interrelated strategies 

 8 that together are about improving the local ecosystem of 

 9 relationships, resources, and opportunities for parents to 

10 promote the optimal development of their children. 

11 So the first -- the focus of the first strategy, 

12 shared vision and collective action, is really our anchor 

13 investment in Best Start, which the board has heard about 

14 on numerous occasions.  And for some, you've actually 

15 experienced it in the recent executive leadership tours. 

16 So we're not going to spend time on that today.  

17 Strategy two, is about strengthening the 

18 coordination of local services and supports for families.  

19 Families rely on local systems and they also rely on 

20 trusted informal systems, like families, friends, 

21 neighbors, for social connection and resources in times of 

22 need.  

23 The third strategy really acknowledges that 

24 physical places and spaces can be a source of toxic stress 

25 for families and -- but if we are able to promote safe 
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 1 accessible open places and spaces like parks, then we are 

 2 able to promote healthy behaviors, provide opportunities 

 3 for a child's exploration, facilitate positive social 

 4 connections, and be a source of community expression and 

 5 pride.  

 6 And though we've made important strides in each 

 7 of these strategies over the last year, today I'm going to 

 8 highlight strategy two as a good example of how slow, 

 9 purposeful learning and development can strengthen 

10 connections across the outcome areas and reinforce the 

11 importance of partnership with our county and 

12 philanthropic partners to advance shared goals.  

13 To so just to reiterate, the second strategy of 

14 the communities outcome area emphasizes improvement in the 

15 coordination of ECE and health-related services and 

16 supports.   And the areas that we're most interested in 

17 are service navigation access and quality.  

18 During the June PPC meeting just about two weeks 

19 ago, we heard stories from a parent who's son with special 

20 needs had been misdiagnosed by several providers.  We 

21 heard from a director of a local community-based 

22 organization who reiterated the point that, when families 

23 have negative experiences with providers, they will not 

24 utilize available services.  

25 So this issue of multiple, uncoordinated services 
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 1 and supports is a matter that -- it matters a great deal 

 2 to me professionally and personally.  I consider the 

 3 frustration and the stress my mother felt when she went to 

 4 DCFS thinking that she was going to get some information 

 5 about how she could help my cousin who was going through a 

 6 situation and ended up with a five-year old, a three-year 

 7 old, a four-month old that she didn't know existed 

 8 actually, a backpack full of clothes, three cans -- three 

 9 diapers, one can of milk, and three folders with 

10 information on each individual child and, basically, had 

11 to figure out what to do.  And she talked about how 

12 frustrated and stressed out she was.  And even though she 

13 didn't have the language of trauma-informed care, she was 

14 a trauma-informed caregiver because she said, I have to 

15 provide a safe environment for these children.  She's the 

16 great great aunt and was told actually if there was one 

17 more great on that, she would not have been even 

18 considered a relative caregiver.  So she had to endure all 

19 of that stress but to the children provide an environment 

20 and love and support and stability.  

21 So all of this happened just as the board was 

22 approving this strategic plan.  And hearing and 

23 experiencing these stories, our team initially planned to 

24 issue an RFP to support community resource networks, the 

25 providers that are supposed to be working together to 
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 1 support families.  But from a strategic perspective, we 

 2 recognized First 5 LA's unique position and opportunity to 

 3 take a bird's eye view of the landscape of services and 

 4 supports and how families interact with and navigate those 

 5 services.  

 6 So like the two strategies in the health outcome 

 7 area, which you'll hear -- one of which you'll hear about 

 8 in a moment, we spent the year focused on learning and 

 9 discovering, on building relationships with those who have 

10 a major stake in this very important issue, seeking to 

11 understand why service navigation is challenging and how 

12 First 5 LA might strategically align with other efforts 

13 underway across the county to address resource 

14 coordination.  And we understood the importance of taking 

15 the time to do this; otherwise, we felt we'd run the risk 

16 of developing projects within the strategy that are 

17 duplicative or simply are not going to work.  

18 So we issued an RFP.  We heard from 25 provider 

19 networks.  We interviewed representatives from seven 

20 county departments.  We spoke with parents and providers 

21 involved in Best Start community partnerships.  And we 

22 were also a strong partner with the Packer Foundation as 

23 they convened stakeholders across the county to define 

24 parent engagement in the context of community-based 

25 settings, early care and health settings, and within 
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 1 systems.  

 2 And we also thought about First 5 LA as the 

 3 subject of our inquiry.  Although not the agent of 

 4 sustainability and scale, First 5 LA does provide 

 5 substantial resources to families through our grant 

 6 making.  So we cannot address the issue of resource 

 7 coordination without looking at the role we play to 

 8 strengthen that coordination. 

 9 So we conducted a small pilot in the valley.  

10 Bringing together Welcome Baby home visiting Best Start 

11 grantees as well as our current community engagement 

12 investments in the neighborhood action councils and the 

13 resident outreach coordinators.  And the purpose was to 

14 increase awareness among these grantees and partners and 

15 foster a sense of collaboration to maximum implementation 

16 the results of the investments.  

17 So our learnings from the external and internal 

18 inquiries were consistent.  Providers lacked sufficient 

19 resources to sustain the level of collaboration needed to 

20 make service navigation for families easy.  Parents do not 

21 go to providers they don't trust.  Providers don't refer 

22 to providers they don't trust.  And one important 

23 consideration for us is investment in local, trusted 

24 in-person assistance in community-based settings that 

25 families frequent to help connect them to an array of 
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 1 available high-quality resources and help them navigate 

 2 those supports.  

 3 So whereas 15-16 was the year of exploration, 

 4 16-17 can be categorized as the year of partnerships 

 5 across the strategic plan outcome areas and with our 

 6 county and philanthropic partners to advance the shared 

 7 vision of safe, healthy, thriving children and families.  

 8 We're now exploring opportunities to build upon the great 

 9 work that's currently underway.  

10 So, for example, as Barbara mentioned in her 

11 comments about Project DULCE, we have certain 

12 responsibilities as the early childhood systems lead.  So 

13 how do we ensure the family specialists who are important 

14 resource connectors for Project DULCE have relevant 

15 information about and are able to build effective 

16 relationships with the array of services -- of 

17 high-quality services and supports that meet family needs 

18 within the communities and how might we partner with ECE 

19 providers and schools which are important sources of 

20 information for families.  How do we strengthen the 

21 infrastructure of services and supports to facilitate the 

22 implementation of Help Me Grow?  How do we partner with 

23 the Office of Child Protection and philanthropic partners 

24 like the Packard Foundation to strengthen family 

25 engagement practices like navigation supports for 
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 1 families?  

 2 These are the kinds of questions that will drive 

 3 implementation in the coming year.  Our approach has to 

 4 add value to families.  It has to add value for 

 5 organizations and for systems working so diligently to 

 6 care for, protect, and provide important resources for 

 7 thousands of children and families.  

 8 Parents can't do it alone.  And I think we can 

 9 all attest to that.  Communities create the context in 

10 which families access resources, build relationships, and 

11 raise their children.  And systems, particularly health 

12 and ECE systems, are critical in sustaining the ecosystem 

13 of relationships, resources, and opportunities for parents 

14 to promote the optimal development of their children.  I 

15 am inspired by the tremendous leadership of our board, of 

16 our staff and others throughout the county to enhance 

17 these systems.  

18 And I now invite Reena to discuss the important 

19 progress being made to ensure the health related systems 

20 are connected, they're coordinated, and responsive in ways 

21 that truly work for families within the context of their 

22 communities.  

23 MS. JOHN:  Thank you, Antoinette.  And good 

24 afternoon, commissioners.  

25 As a reminder, the outcome area for health is 
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 1 really about improving how health-related systems 

 2 coordinate and deliver care to young children and their 

 3 families.  And under that outcome area, we have two 

 4 strategies:  One being developmental screening, early 

 5 identification in connection to services; and the second 

 6 being trauma-informed care.  

 7 The focus of today's presentation will be on the 

 8 developmental screening strategy.  I know just a couple of 

 9 weeks ago we had an opportunity to share with you our work 

10 in trauma-informed systems change.  And also I really 

11 think the developmental screening strategy really speaks 

12 to some key themes from our work over the last year.  And 

13 one of the key learnings from our last year in that Help 

14 Me Grow, I think if we do it the right way and we have 

15 every intention to, will really connect all of our work in 

16 a really comprehensive way.  Help Me Grow will serve as a 

17 resource to our home visitation providers.  It will -- 

18 Help Me Grow will connect to our ECE system and those 

19 providers as well.  And Help Me Grow will absolutely serve 

20 as a resource for families and our communities.  

21 And here's the strategy for developmental 

22 screening and why this strategy -- we know that screening 

23 rates are definitely below where they need to be.  While 

24 screenings are a covered benefit under the Affordable Care 

25 Account and a recommended -- they're a strong 
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 1 recommendations from the American Academy of Pediatrics, 

 2 we know that only a quarter and actually well under a 

 3 quarter of children are actually receiving those 

 4 screenings.  We also know there's wide variation in the 

 5 implementation of the screening by providers and the types 

 6 of tools they use.  We also know that reporting rates are 

 7 very low, particularly in managed care environment.  

 8 So for all of these reasons, which brings us to 

 9 our milestone slide here and really talking about year 

10 zero.  We know that just doing the screenings is not going 

11 to be not enough.  Provider training is not going to be 

12 enough.  We know that just focusing on data reporting or 

13 just referral to services will not be enough.  In order to 

14 really build a system for children, it's really about the 

15 entire continuum of care.  And that's why we're focusing 

16 in this area of -- and looking at this model Help Me Grow. 

17 And so that -- we also wanted to mention there 

18 are really key pockets of resources in the county, and 

19 many of those investments have been First 5 LA investments 

20 and resources.  Between 2005 and 2011, First 5 LA funded 

21 the early developmental screening initiative.  And many of 

22 those services and providers are still providing those 

23 services to date from the Northeast Valley Health Centers 

24 and AltaMed, as well the Children's Clinic in Long Beach.  

25 We know many of those investments have sustained.  
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 1 Currently, we're funding the early intervention and 

 2 identification project and also looking to leverage that 

 3 effort into our Help Me Grow planning and implementation 

 4 as well.  

 5 So in terms of year one milestones, I think the 

 6 key theme we want to highlight -- and I know we've talked 

 7 about this a lot at past meetings.  The key theme really 

 8 has been about partnership building and really building 

 9 those partnerships from the very start of our investments 

10 and thinking about engaging our partners in the early 

11 development, design, and implementation of our work.  And 

12 to that end, we really have developed three very strong 

13 partnerships with LA Care health plan, LA County 

14 Department of Public Health, and the American Academy of 

15 Pediatrics Chapter 2.  And these are very strong partners 

16 because they represent just massive provider platforms in 

17 the health care space.  And so while these are not going 

18 to be our only partners, they are a very good start for us 

19 as an agency.  

20 And our second key milestone, many of you have 

21 been a part of, was our public launch of Help Me Grow on 

22 May 20th with broad cross-sector representations.  We had 

23 folks from the ECE sector represented.  We had six out of 

24 the seven regional centers represented there, as well as a 

25 variety of health care provider platforms and federally 
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 1 qualified health centers.  And probably the most exciting 

 2 part of that event was the 33 agencies committed to 

 3 participate in our work moving forward either on the 

 4 leadership council or in one of the work groups related to 

 5 our four core components, which are child health care 

 6 provider outreach, the centralized access point, data 

 7 collection and analysis, and the community and family 

 8 outreach work group.  

 9 So we're really excited, and that speaks to the 

10 work that we have in front of us for year two, which is 

11 really about developing an effective, full -- you know, 

12 well-functioning leadership council and work groups, and 

13 then really look looking to some early phase development 

14 of the Help Me Grow systems in year two.  

15 So with that, I want to just close by calling out 

16 just one other key theme of our work, and it's something 

17 that Christina mentioned in her comment, but it really 

18 it's about First 5 LA exercising a diversity of roles in 

19 this work.  The strategy is all about improving early 

20 identification and intervention for all children.  That -- 

21 that strategy is so uniquely tied to our identity as a 

22 commission.  And we know that across the state there are 

23 28 commissions either adopting Help Me Grow or on the path 

24 to adopting Help Me Grow like ourselves.  So in this space 

25 -- I mean, we talk a lot about First 5 LA being a 
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 1 facilitator, a convener, a catalyst.  But I think in this 

 2 space, we really will be a leader in this space, for this 

 3 work.  And not the only leader, but we will be a strong 

 4 leader in this space.  

 5 So with that, again, repeating the theme, 

 6 families are at the center of the work, families live in 

 7 communities, and communities exist within systems, health 

 8 and ECE.  

 9 So with that, I'll hand it to Katie Fallin.  

10 MS. FALLIN:  We're a little behind, so I think I 

11 need to be nimble.  

12 As a reminder, the early care and education 

13 outcome areas really focus on systems.  And it's about 

14 increasing access as well as improving quality.  So access 

15 and quality.  

16 To achieve this outcome, we have three 

17 strategies.  The first is our policy and advocacy strategy 

18 which is really about advocating for greater public 

19 investment in quality early care and education, both 

20 infant/toddler as well as preschool.  

21 Strategy two you heard a lot about this year, our 

22 quality rating and improvement system work.  And our focus 

23 on is really on supporting the implementation of one 

24 uniform system in the county.  

25 The third strategy is about strengthening the 
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 1 teacher preparation and professional development systems 

 2 for our early childhood teachers.  

 3 So today I'm going to highlight some of the key 

 4 accomplishments to date within strategy one, our policy 

 5 and advocacy area, because it provides a really good 

 6 example of our emphasis on policy change in our new 

 7 strategic plan.  I think it also is a good example of kind 

 8 of layers of partnerships.  We have to have local partners 

 9 within our county, regional partners, but also have to 

10 partner with folks at the state level to really move the 

11 policy agenda that we want to.  

12 So this area, as I mentioned, really about public 

13 investment.  And given that the State is the primary 

14 source of public funding for ECE in our county, our 

15 efforts are primarily focused on state level advocacy.  

16 So in the next slide, I'm going to walk you 

17 through the major milestones related to our state level 

18 ECE advocacy, and specifically the work of our ECE budget 

19 coalition.  

20 So as we talk about our progress within this 

21 strategy, as Christina mentioned, we've been doing this 

22 work for a long time.  So it's important to remind 

23 ourselves of the policy contacts prior to 2014.  So 

24 starting with recession, we all know the ECE field endured 

25 years of severe budget cuts and advocates were very much 
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 1 focused on just making sure there weren't any more cuts, 

 2 and really no one was focused on coordinating and being 

 3 very strategic about having a single message.  

 4 And another important kind of contextual thing to 

 5 remember is that we as an organization had a very ambition 

 6 policy agenda.  We wanted to accomplish a lot of things 

 7 across a lot of very important areas.  And with your 

 8 leadership, we really focused in and you all approved a 

 9 focus on ECE and home visiting.  And that really was a 

10 critical step to the foundation for this future work 

11 because it really helped us prioritize and narrow our 

12 focus on those two priorities areas.  

13 So in year zero, we heard feedback from state 

14 staffers and others that it was incredibly difficult to 

15 understand what the ECE field wanted because we were all 

16 -- everyone was talking over each other and there was too 

17 much noise.  There wasn't clarity that what -- what is it 

18 that you all want, you want a lot of things; and not 

19 providing a clear and united method.  

20 So to address this issue, we convened the ECE 

21 budget coalition, which is a partnership of statewide and 

22 regional early childhood education advocacy and policy 

23 organizations that support investments in quality early 

24 care and education for our state's youngest children.  

25 So initially the emphasis was really on bringing 
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 1 these organizations together, getting them to talk to one 

 2 another, building their capacity, and building trust, a 

 3 theme you've heard a lot about in the other outcome areas 

 4 and something that we know takes a lot of time and is also 

 5 a very critical step to success.

 6 So in our year one, we made significant progress 

 7 as a true coalition.  The group moved into using the 

 8 feedback from the state staffers to really push for a 

 9 common agenda, common messages, and a common -- and common 

10 and shared advocacy strategies.  So through the leadership 

11 of California Strategies and Children Now, who became the 

12 backbone of that work, and the leaders of the coalition, 

13 as well as the leadership of our director Peter Barth, our 

14 staff worked very closely with First 5 California, with 

15 the First 5 Association, to make sure that we were all 

16 moving in step with one another and that the other First 

17 5s, as well as the advocacy organizations, are really 

18 moving in the same direction.  

19 So in this past year, the coalition agreed to 

20 clear budget priorities, establish common messages, and 

21 coordinated their advocacy strategies.  

22 Now, the Governor's proposal was not anticipated 

23 and certainly did not represent the direction that we 

24 wanted to see.  But because we had invested the time in 

25 building relationships and trust up front, the coalition 
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 1 was able to be responsive and nimble in a way that was not 

 2 possible before.  So with the power of the California 

 3 Women's Caucus leading the way and a united ECE voice 

 4 standing behind them, not only did we dodge a bullet with 

 5 the budget, but we -- this year's budget actually 

 6 represents significant progress in terms of two of our 

 7 priorities:  Reimbursement rates -- updating the 

 8 reimbursement rates and we accomplished over a half a 

 9 billion dollars that will fund nearly 9,000 new, full-day, 

10 full-year state preschool slots over the next -- to be 

11 phased in over the next three years.  

12 So these are big policy wins and they're in line 

13 with our five-year objective.  If you look at our table, 

14 they really are -- we're actually making progress towards 

15 these very ambitious us goals that we set up.  

16 MS. BELSHE:  Yay.

17 MS. FALLIN:  And we heard directly from the 

18 policy makers after the budge process in Sacramento that 

19 the coordinated advocacy of the budget coalition really 

20 helped to ensure what legislators heard was no longer a 

21 bunch of noise, but it was a very clear, concise, and 

22 powerful message that could not be ignored.  

23 On a personal note, like Barb, I've also been 

24 here for nearly -- in a few weeks, 16 years.  And it's not 

25 a common thing among my peers to be in the same job for 
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 1 that long.  So people often ask, what's made you stay in 

 2 the same place for so long.  And honestly, aside from my 

 3 wonderful colleagues, it's really the potential to have 

 4 this level of impact that I think for a lot of us keeps us 

 5 going.  I mean, we really have the potential to be leaders 

 6 not only in our county but in the state.  And that's 

 7 inspiring.  

 8 So we're excited.  We're excited about what we've 

 9 accomplished but we're also excited about what this means 

10 for the future.  And we feel that the -- it's sort of a 

11 new era potentially for ECE in California.  And part of 

12 the budget win this year was also that it wasn't just a 

13 one-year commitment; it was a longer term commitment to 

14 develop a more comprehensive system for the state through 

15 this establishment of a blue ribbon commission.  So much 

16 of our effort in the coming year will be focused on 

17 informing and influencing that commission.  

18 And another important aspect of our work in the 

19 upcoming year is of course the ECE policy and advocacy 

20 fund that you heard about last month.  That will be a big 

21 part of our work in the coming year.  

22 So with that, I think building on what we've 

23 shared across outcome areas in terms of our systems 

24 building and partnership development over the past year, 

25 I'm going to now pass it on to Christina who is going to 
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 1 review some of the themes that we've talked about, give a 

 2 preview of some of the themes that we anticipate in the 

 3 coming year, and then also she's going to give us a sense 

 4 of what to expect for the more in depth conversations 

 5 we're going to have in the breakouts.  

 6 MS. ALTMAYER:  Since we are running a little bit 

 7 behind, I'm going to skip the recap about some of the key 

 8 themes and just jump us into just a preview.  Couple of 

 9 themes that will be forefront in our minds as we look to 

10 year two is really the opportunity for integration across 

11 all of these outcome areas.  That's -- you know, we need 

12 to connect our work with Help Me Grow within the 

13 communities so that communities will see that as a trusted 

14 asset.  We need to make sure that communities that we 

15 learned from doing some of the partnership site visits 

16 that are so eager to be involved in ECE advocacy that we 

17 capitalize on those parents' interest in the agenda.  So 

18 those will be our issues as we look forward to year two.  

19 In addition to, as Kim said, at the outset our continued 

20 organizational alignment efforts.  

21 So I want to just get us quickly into breakouts.  

22 Hopefully, you're all anxious to have these conversations.  

23 We have listed here the rooms.  And I don't know if Kim -- 

24 I'll turn it back to you if there's any further 

25 discussions or comments.  
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 1 COMMISSIONER DENNIS:  Christina, I don't want to 

 2 say anything about what Barbara, Antoinette and Reena and 

 3 Katie said because I think we can deal with them in the 

 4 breakout sessions.  But you started off with two points I 

 5 want to delve into.  The first of which, you know, you 

 6 talked about opportunity and strategy.  And I just want to 

 7 remind us that strategy determines opportunity and 

 8 opportunity doesn't experience strategy.  That's something 

 9 I've said earlier, but that's very important because 

10 oftentimes opportunities expand our strategy and our 

11 strategy we can't even recognize.  

12 The second point is about declining resources.  

13 And, you know, I've also said this.  You know, I mean, 

14 declining resource doesn't determine our strategy.  I 

15 would imagine if for some reason we had the same income -- 

16 30 percent increase in income, this strategy will hold 

17 because this is the unique niche that this commission can 

18 do with regards to those folks who are doing the direct 

19 services, those government entities.  So we often talk 

20 about diminishing resources, but, I mean, as one who 

21 helped lead this process, I would like to remind us, this 

22 is good strategy whether you have a whole lot of money or 

23 whether you have a little bit of money.  

24 So those are the two points that I really wanted 

25 to bring out in the overview.  
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 1 MS. BELSHE:  So let's proceed.  Do you -- what's 

 2 the next slide?  Do we have a -- is this our final slide?  

 3 Got it.  Great.  

 4 So commissioners have the rooms.  They know where 

 5 they're going.  We encourage walking with dispatch.  And 

 6 we've got a little wiggle room.  I know the chair's a 

 7 little anxious about time as is the executive director.  

 8 NPR is right here.  Right here.  Please, go to your 

 9 assigned rooms, dialogue, engage, question, probe, report 

10 back.  

11 (Break out sessions.)

12 COMMISSIONER ABDO:  We're going to reconvene the 

13 meeting and we're going to begin this part of the meeting.  

14 Do we have people who have asked to speak to us? 

15 No public comment.

16 MS. BELSHE:  And --

17 COMMISSIONER ABDO:  Okay.  Going, going, gone.  

18 MS. BELSHE:  All right.  That's --

19 COMMISSIONER ABDO:  And I just wanted to say that 

20 we just had a little conversation here that there is so 

21 much good stuff that came up in each of these sessions 

22 that there's no way we're going to be able to hear about 

23 it or digest it in the next couple of minutes.  And you 

24 might notice that the wall now has this wonderful art 

25 piece on it.  And that wall as well.  And these -- all of 
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 1 these items are going to be compiled and presented to us 

 2 in some format.  I'm sure somebody will figure out the 

 3 very best way to get it to us and to the public as well.  

 4 So rather than to have kind of a report out the 

 5 way we originally thought, what we thought was we'd go 

 6 just around the dice here and everybody say one thing that 

 7 they would like to say about their experience in these 

 8 mini workshops that we just had.  

 9 And we're going to start with Phillip.  

10 COMMISSIONER BROWNING:  Okay.  I would like to 

11 say my one thing is that Barbara is a great facilitator.  

12 She can reframe any statement into a very coherent 

13 question, although she said her husband didn't always 

14 agree with that assessment.  But I do think we had a very 

15 entertaining and educational opportunity.  

16 COMMISSIONER ABDO:  Now you're making us all want 

17 to have been in all of the session.  

18 Trish.  

19 COMMISSIONER CURRY:  Mine is that I've changed my 

20 last name to Zepeda.

21 MS. BELSHE:  So you can be at the end.  

22 COMMISSIONER CURRY:  Yeah.  I think in both work 

23 groups that the facilitators were excellent and Barbara 

24 did a wonderful job as did Antoinette about reframing and 

25 capturing what myself and other others were trying to say.  
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 1 And I think there was a lot of good questions asked in 

 2 both groups about important things, about where we're 

 3 going, how do we do it with partners, and how do we do it 

 4 by supporting or being partners with the county.  

 5 COMMISSIONER DENNIS:  Just a couple of things.  I 

 6 think as far as communities, you know, the issues around 

 7 research comes up, you know.  What -- what are some of the 

 8 big research questions taking into consideration, you 

 9 know, what we're doing, not only in Best Start but -- but 

10 also what we're doing as far as Welcome Baby.  And, you 

11 know, we need to be at the forefront of asking some of 

12 those big question.  With regards to ECE, looking at some 

13 of the broader issues around -- you know, the budget was 

14 just adopted.  What does that say to us as far as our 

15 posture?  What did we do differently than we thought we 

16 were going to do?  What do we double down on?  How do we 

17 frame ourselves going forward taking consideration what is 

18 just happened?  So those are the two takeaways.  

19 COMMISSIONER GILLELAND:  Well, I think first I 

20 just want to say how much I appreciate this process.  I 

21 think it was really good to be able engage in some 

22 discussion.  The conversation I think was very beneficial 

23 because often we get presentations, and they're always so 

24 well done, and there are comments and questions.  But this 

25 really lent itself to become more organic in terms of the 
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 1 process, so I appreciate that.  

 2 I would have liked the opportunity sit in on all 

 3 four actually.  I felt like, you know, I was very happy 

 4 with the two I was able to participate in, but I'm kind of 

 5 wondering what I missed if you will.  So I'm really 

 6 pleased to see that we'll get a report back, but I hope 

 7 that we have opportunity for some discussion when we see 

 8 it so maybe build some time in to further elaborate and 

 9 maybe remind ourselves of the wonderful gems that we 

10 captured today.  So thank you.  

11 COMMISSIONER ABDO:  Karla.  

12 COMMISSIONER PLEITEZ HOWELL:  Two things.  So, 

13 first, I think the leadership of the staff is really 

14 tremendous.  It is so well thought out.  And as you hear 

15 suggestions and ideas, I may very politely nod and remind 

16 us that you've already thought about this.  I think that 

17 needs to be recognized.  And thank you for all the really 

18 hard work that's put into it this.  

19 And then the second part is the intentionality of 

20 keeping kids as the focus and constantly bringing that up 

21 and reminding us of that.  No matter what group we sat in, 

22 that was something that was important and you were very 

23 clear about.  So thank you.  

24 COMMISSIONER THOMPSON:  Yes.  I agree also with 

25 those comments about the facilitators and the staff.  It 
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 1 was great and it was great to break down into the smaller 

 2 groups.  I think in the health group is how to get buy-in 

 3 from practitioners and pediatricians and also identifying 

 4 other avenues by which to get the word out about Help Me 

 5 Grow training programs, mid level practitioners, et 

 6 cetera.  And then briefly touched on how to involve other 

 7 specialties or agencies, for example, mental health simply 

 8 because there seems to be a pretty good referral process 

 9 for developmental disabilities but maybe beefing up the 

10 referral network and process for the other specialties.

11 COMMISSIONER TILTON:  Thank you.  I agree this 

12 was really a helpful process.  It gave us a chance to 

13 really sort of think about what direction we want to go 

14 in.  And I think maybe more importantly what we're doing 

15 as commissioners, because we sit here and there's a very 

16 well developed and very dense agenda that is very 

17 impressive, but it's very hard to cut into in terms of a 

18 discussion about any particular issue.  I appreciated the 

19 staff.  They were great.  And I also appreciated the 

20 opportunity to talk about the need for inclusiveness in 

21 terms of what we're doing.  We talk about isolated 

22 pediatricians or isolated practitioners of any kind, and 

23 then we also talk about -- I have to talk about the 

24 reality of what we need to look for and what we need to be 

25 comfortable addressing which isn't always comfortable for 
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 1 some practitioners, family practitioners to address 

 2 because they may be isolated and they may not have that 

 3 kind of support from the community or from their peers or 

 4 they may not be trained to know what to do or what the 

 5 resources are.  

 6 So thank you very much.  I think we can all 

 7 become better commissioners and I think that what we're 

 8 here for will be better served through this process.  

 9 COMMISSIONER ZEPEDA:  First of all, I think that, 

10 you know, I've worked with this staff even before I was a 

11 commissioner so I know how hard working the staff were.  

12 Katie and I were both at the conference yesterday and we 

13 both got to bed at 2:00 a.m. this morning.  

14 MS. BELSHE:  And in a different time zone.

15 COMMISSIONER ZEPEDA:  In a different time zone. 

16 So I really do appreciate how hard working the 

17 staff is and how committed they are.  I think that there 

18 are so many moving pieces to the agenda, so many programs.  

19 One of the things I think would be very helpful for all of 

20 us, and I think Barbara said they're working on it, is 

21 some kind of a visual where one or -- one can see all the 

22 different programs and how they connect across the outcome 

23 areas, sort of like a -- you know, brain scan or, I don't 

24 know, something like that, so that you can see where the 

25 integration could be.  
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 1 So, for example, I think we had a big advocacy 

 2 and policy win with early childhood, but there should be 

 3 policy and advocacy also going on in other areas as well.  

 4 So I think going forward that would be helpful 

 5 for me as a commissioner so I can visualize how everything 

 6 is falling into place or is supposed to fall into place.  

 7 And I think it would be helpful for staff as well for -- 

 8 to see that.  So I found -- I found this -- I found that 

 9 we needed more time.  And it might be good going forward 

10 to have another one of these exercises.  

11 COMMISSIONER ABDO:  Thank you.  We have two 

12 commissioners who are in the audience.  Sylvia.  

13 COMMISSIONER SWILLEY:  So this was a great 

14 exercise I think in many ways, and I was very happy to sit 

15 in and get more details about how things actually happened 

16 in terms of -- that got to this point.  Seeing that 

17 background just makes it a little bit easier to envision 

18 where to go next.  And I'm very eager for pediatricians to 

19 take a more active part in what happens outside of our 

20 office because that's where I think our greatest hope is 

21 for children.  And I can think of in terms of concrete 

22 medical problems that we want to address in the office, 

23 but we really have to look outside of the office and think 

24 that that's where we can make the biggest difference.  

25 SUPERVISOR KUEHL:  And Linda.
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 1 SPEAKER:  So I did also appreciate the 

 2 facilitation.  Barbara, you're excellent.  She did reframe 

 3 it very well.  When we didn't even know what we were 

 4 trying to say, she got us to that point.  I thank you very 

 5 much for that.  

 6 I think though, as being a new commissioner and 

 7 having the opportunity to see the strategic plan and 

 8 really appreciated some of the comments that were made 

 9 earlier about how these -- the strategies will be 

10 integrated across the strategic plan and it's really 

11 exciting to be able to see that and for us to be able to 

12 visualize that.  So I really want to -- so I really look 

13 forward to that opportunity to see that.  

14 Also, I think just on a specific strategy, we're 

15 talking about how Welcome Baby and the home visitation 

16 program how we really in First 5 have the opportunity 

17 really to lead in developing this real system of care in 

18 LA and in terms of -- under nurse/family -- well, that's 

19 our program -- under home visitation, not just 

20 nurse/family partnership, but how nurse/family partnership 

21 fits into that.  And that's something that's really 

22 needed, especially as First 5 is going to the federal -- 

23 at the federal level and the state level to really 

24 advocate for that type of services, we really have to show 

25 that there's this real system in LA.  So to be able to be 
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 1 part of that is just -- and to have First 5 lead on that 

 2 is just a great opportunity.  So I appreciate that.  So 

 3 thank you.  

 4 COMMISSIONER ABDO:  Thank you.  And, Kim, you get 

 5 to tell us what you thought.  

 6 MS. BELSHE:  I thought it was fabulous.  I -- 

 7 thank you.  I wasn't expecting to.  But, you know, I think 

 8 one of the things we really wrestle with as staff is that 

 9 we have a lot of work to do every month.  You know, just 

10 the blocking and tackling, to use a sports metaphor, 

11 Daniella.  The blocking and tackling of our organization 

12 in terms of the work that just has to get done as well as 

13 the very appropriate rules by which we do our work.  You 

14 know, we don't just have action out of the box.  There's 

15 information and action.  It doesn't give us a lot of space 

16 in an agenda.  So we continue to hear -- listen carefully.  

17 We hear from you about our eagerness for more 

18 opportunities like we had today.  This is great feedback 

19 both in terms of process as well as substance.  

20 I know we will all be -- we're delighted that our 

21 colleagues who were writing -- we did a test within the 

22 organization to get the best handwriting.  So we're 

23 grateful to those individuals for doing well in penmanship 

24 as young people and now as adults.  

25 But I know in the two sessions that I sat in on, 
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 1 the communities very substantive dialogue, good feedback.  

 2 Karla, you're giving us too much credit.  We're not 

 3 necessarily doing everything that was raised in terms of 

 4 good ideas, but it's helpful to hear that the ideas that 

 5 our commissioners are wrestling with are also the ones 

 6 we're wrestling with.  

 7 So thank you for your generosity of time and good 

 8 thinking and willingness to experiment with us on a 

 9 different approach to how we engage together.  Thank you 

10 for engaging in dialogue, not just asking questions but 

11 kind of mixing it up with one another, challenging each 

12 other. But we need more time to do that in a meaningful 

13 way.  So this was a good insight, good lessons learned.  

14 Finally, I did begin by acknowledging Christina 

15 and the outcome leads and by extension all the project 

16 teams.  You see our four outcome leads there.  But there 

17 is a whole group of individuals -- I know our 

18 commissioners I know stand behind them -- who are helping 

19 to lift and lead this important work.  But putting an 

20 event like this on -- commission meetings on their own are 

21 very, very challenging, but with all the breakouts it was 

22 extraordinarily complex and I want to thank Kia and Lee, 

23 Monica Velasco, Linda, Karen, Monica Nuno, Ben, Gustavo, 

24 Gina.  I'm sure I'm forgetting someone.  So I'll thank 

25 Craig because he would want to be thanked for something 
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 1 I'm sure.  Oh, he's gone.  

 2 But seriously, thank you for the excellent staff 

 3 work.  And most of all, thank you to commissioners for the 

 4 really good feedback.  You've given us a lot to chew on.  

 5 We are grateful to having two months between now and our 

 6 next board meeting, for a lot of reasons, but including 

 7 time to really think carefully about what we heard.  And, 

 8 Dayton, we appreciate your point about reporting back.  

 9 Let's make sure we include enough space for some dialogue 

10 and feedback from the board.  So thank you.  

11 COMMISSIONER ABDO:  And I'll just take a moment 

12 to say that I thought that this was a great process and I 

13 would encourage you to find ways for us to have a dialogue 

14 in a similar way.  It doesn't have to be exactly the same.  

15 But I think we all grew from listening to each other 

16 there.  And I just wanted to say that it was very well 

17 thought out and very well implemented.  And thank you for 

18 that.  

19 I believe that this is the end of our meeting.  

20 Does anybody have any last words?  

21 All right.  We're adjourned.  

22 (At 4:17 PM, the meeting was adjourned.)
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